
Postcards from Morocco



I’m delighted to finally share my new fabric collection inspired by my 
travels to Morocco. 

From Yves Saint Laurent to Matisse, designers & artists have long 
found a deep well of  inspiration in the inescapable magic of  this 
country. I can’t think of  a better mood-board than the historic cities & 
enchanting deserts of  Morocco. 

I wanted this collection to feel as if  you were sifting through the pages 
of  my travel diary. Mornings spent exploring the windswept dunes and 
evenings stargazing in the Agafay and Sahara. 

I found textural and tonal inspiration everywhere I went: from the 
ancient walls of  the medinas and fired-earth tiles in boutique riads, to 
the arid landscape of  the vast desert. The earthy palette and organic 
materials of  this landscape inspired these fabrics and are woven care-
fully throughout. 

Fabrics born out of  inspiration for the desert landscapes of  Morocco 
but adapted to fit seamlessly into a variety of  interiors; dunescape 
would be right at home in everything from a London apartment to a 
traditional English cottage. 

Bring a piece of  Morocco into your home with Desert Velvet, Dunes-
cape, Desert Breeze & Oasis in cotton velvet, wool and linen blends.



Dunescape 
A soft and structured wool blend that has a gorgeous drape and is hugely versatile – ideal 
for curtains, blinds and general upholstery. 

Sand

Silt

Shadow
Available in 3 colourways  | 76% Wool 24% Polyamide | Width 140cm



Dessert Breeze 
A double width relaxed and textured linen, suitable for curtains.
 

Dune White

Nomad Taupe

Palm

Rose

Sandstone

Sienna Available in 6 colourways   |   100% Linen  |  300cm wide
 



Camel

Fern

Khaki

Palm

Sand

Oasis
A structured and soft linen ideal for upholstery.

Available in 5 colourways   |   100% Linen  |  Width 139cm



Dusty Rose

Burnt Umber

Henna

Fern

Camel

Palm

Saffron

Desert Velvet - Colour 
A soft cotton velvet with a subtle sheen  
that looks gorgeous on sofas and headboards.

Available in 7 colourways   
Pile: 50% Cotton, 50% Modal Ground material: 43% Cotton,  
30% Modal, 27% Polyester  
140cm wide



Dessert Velvet - Neutral 
A soft cotton velvet with a subtle sheen that looks gorgeous on sofas and headboards.

Mirage

Silt

Shadow

Cinnamon

Sage

Sand

Cinnamon

Available in 6 colourways   
Pile: 50% Cotton, 50% Modal Ground material:  
43% Cotton, 30% Modal, 27% Polyester
140cm wide
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